
David guilty or innocent? 
By Annie Willett 

David is charged for stealing stickers from room K-1. This is a violation of the school 
rules. The prosecutor as the burden of proof to prove that David is guilty, and took property of 
someones property and intent for owning it permanently. David is charged for stealing the girly 
stickers since they were found in the back of his desk. David is not guilty, Suzzie stole the 
special stickers to get David in trouble. This may sound questionable but it is not, David is 
always caught in his act of devious heists but when he was accused he was not seen and had 
no alibi of someone seeing it. David has been hated by all of the students in K-1, when Suzzie is 
loved by alt and is a "goody-two-shoes." When Stevie saw Suzzie in front of David's desk with 
stickers in hand before they were declared stolen I became suspicious. If David was always 
caught in the act why didn't he get caught now? 

David in his past heists has been caught and proved guilty but now he was not, was this 
done by a smarter criminal. This shows that, David is a poor planner in his plans of trouble 
making, did someone else such as one loved and least thought of as a criminal like Suzzie? You 
may be caught in Suzzie's act of her lovingness and sweetness but she is a smart girl with lots 
of friends and with mrs. Applegate's loving emotions towards her, and hatred to David. But this 
girl can persuade, mrs. Applegate immediately went to davids desk when Suzzie said to her that 
David had the stickers in his desk. Suzzie is quite capable in creating a heist since everyone 
wouldn't suspect a goody two shoes, but suspect a troublemaker. 

David would be the obvious choice of a criminal since of his heist and previous trouble
making. But to start a case all juries and judges should be impartial before they start a case. So 
Suzzie can be a criminal too. David has started food fights, cruel puling of cats, spitballs, 
drumming on social studies books, and chews gum and more foolish things. When Suzzie is the 
perfect example of a student, sweet, kind, and giving, so you would not think of her as a trouble 
maker. This made me realize that, I'm a impartial jury and i must think of that everyone is 
innocent when they walk in and can only make decisions based on facts and no biased 
intentions. So Suzzie sits right next to David and hates being near a "trouble maker" so she has 
tons of time to plant stickers in the back of his desk. Plus, she could use her title of a goody two 
shoes and create a heist when David gets in trouble and she would be sweet Suzzie and have 
David gone. Since Suzzie sits right next to David, David should have an unknown alibi. 

Stevie an alibi for David saw Suzzie with the stickers in hand before the stickers were 
declared stolen. This proves that Suzzie is capable of the heist. Including that Suzzie just knew 
that they were in Davids desk, how would she know if the stickers were in the back of his desk? 
Magically, how he's a trouble-maker, or that she did it? This also matters since the alibi Stevie 
saw Suzzie with the stickers and Suzzie knew they were in the back of his desk. How does that 
sound to a unbiased person who thinks of the Rule of Law and the Constitution? Sounds to me 
that she stole the stickers. Suzzie is a little, adorable, goody-two-shoes, sweet girl who would 
say she did a diabolical plan? Look at the facts. David always is caught in the act who's a 
smarter person who would not be recognized as a criminal, who is loved by all and knows 
someone to blame, who was found with the stickers in hand? 

The reasons are clear, the facts are true, the culprit behind the stolen stickers violation in 
k-1 is Suzzie. Suzzie is loved and known as a "goody-two-shoes." When David is disliked and a 
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"troublemaker." David is caught in the act of all of his heists and this one to succeeded the 
culprit must be smarter. The alibi, Stevie, saw Suzzie with the stickers in hand at David's desk 
before they were named stolen. They were found in the back of David's desk after recess, how 
would Suzzie know that they were in the back of David's desk. Suzzie. Your culprit for the stolen 
stickers of room K-1 is the one and only, Suzzie. 


